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While every company is eager

to know employee state of

mind.  Initially organisation/

HR used to do with collecting

feedback through a form.

While the pen and paper

format worked well to

understand the overall

sentiments on employees, the

data collection was time

consuming. With digitization,

organisation moved to online

feedback method. It became

quite easy to access the data.

To make it more regular, many

companies started with chat

bot to collect the data more

frequency. 

Moving it further, we bring an

opportunity for employees to

be more expressive with their

feedback. This survey brings in

qualitative analysis as we

counted the experience of the

candidate and the genuine

reason behind their

experience.
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 "We believe in fostering

strong relations with our

clients and our candidates

that goes beyond obvious.

 It is important for us that

our candidate chooses the

best career growth and

likewise the client also

feels right talent have

joined their team".

OUR PURPOSE OF

CONDUCTING RESEARCH

FOR OUR CANDIDATES AND

OUR CLIENTS

 

1.       It gives us metrics of

employee satisfaction, dis-

satisfaction, attrition rate

across Industry to compare

 

2. With timely feedback from

client and the candidates, we

can alter our recruitment

strategy

 

3. Our Research also helps us

identify the top reasons of

employee stickiness and

similarly what factors various

industry HR consider in ideal

candidate.

 

4. Understanding the outcome

of the survey, it helps us to

improve our work quality.
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Sharing Top 5 reasons, how success
after Joining survey can be helpful
from an organisation perspective

1. With 3rd party survey there is complete privacy for
an organisation, the probability of giving genuine
feedback is much higher
 
 
2.  Elaborate subjective surveys help to dig deeper in
employee experience zone and help employer to
rectify if any gap
 
3. Health check of organisations on Culture, group
dynamics and value system from a new employee
perspective, this can help to improve employers
brand
 
4. The external survey helps to understand career
growth for candidate placed and helps prepare
clearer brief for next assignment
 
5.  With survey we can identify if majority of
candidate placed in single firm is satisfied or not.
Reasons behind and with sharing the report with the
organisation, both the sides can improve. 
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Our new research takes a closer look

at what it takes to attract, retain and

foster top professionals – revealing

what company culture means to

employees nationwide, and

identifying the key factors companies

must prioritize in order to win-over

the strongest and most skilled

professionals.

 

Although, as one might assume and

few studies (done few years back

done by SAP 2013 and SHRM 2014,

suggest compensation is the top

factor for employee satisfaction.

 

However, with millennials this is not

the case. When employees spend a

majority of their waking hours in the

workplace, they need more than a pay

check to satisfy them.

 

With more than 10,000 candidates

and clients surveyed, the main

takeaway remained work culture

reigns supreme. Consider this: 70% of

professionals today would not work at

a leading company if it meant they

had to tolerate a bad workplace

culture. So much so, that people

would rather put up with lower pay

(65%) and forego a fancy title (26%)

than deal with a bad workplace

environment.
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Sited Work culture as top

reason of their job

satisfaction. Work Culture

comprises of company values,

ethics, policies, and

philosophies 

  52%   22% 
Responded workplace

relationships as top reason.

Strong interpersonal

relationship with their

team and their seniors give

them reason of perform

their best and hence be

satisfied. 

17%
Job responsibility which

means the key role that the

person was hired for and the

work challenges gives the

respondent plays major push

in their work life satisfaction

12%
Lastly, a clear career growth

map is also an important

reason for Job Satisfaction.

Seeing their next growth in

terms of  compensation &

designation is important.
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Meeting Role expectations

34.7%

Value Add

29.7%

Cultural Fitment 

21.8%

Learn-ability 

13.9%

 

0%

Industry Wise Employee Satisfaction Report*
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In 2018, the market share for the last 6 months have

improved since last year.* The survey is done on mid-senior professionals who have recently
joined the company, Maximum 1 year in the company

Reasons

employer feel

satisfied with

their new

talent.
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Final take aways remains that,

Culture is an important element

for the both the sides of the

recruitment.  As the businesses

are rapidly growing, the

recruiters are concern of their

employer brand, likewise the

candidates are also evaluating

work culture as an important

factor for joining and staying

with the organisation.

Survey done by “en world –

India” shows 80% of the

candidates working on mid

& senior positions are

satisfied with the new job

STATISTICS

Reasons of Employee Dis-satisfaction
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OUR MISSION 

The survey is a part of “en” initiative

named ‘Success after Joining’ that is

intended to go beyond the routine

recruitment process and engage with

the clients & the candidates post

hiring. This is a long term value added

service is aligned with the company’s

mission "enabling success" so with

periodic survey, the company can

assist clients to become a better

employer brand while assist

candidate with better opportunity.

3 7 M

5 M

"enabling success"
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The war for talent has never been greater so in a
world where cash is no longer the #1 factor
attracting employees to organizations, these
organizations must focus on other factors to

create a more desirable and engaging place to
work.

 
It’s important to remember that the “balance of
power” is shifting away from organizations and

towards employees.
 

Employee engagement and happiness is definitely
one of the topics every modern management

needs to immediate attention. 
 
 
 

To know more about our mission "enabling
success" and about us 

 
PLEASE VISIT 

 www.enworld.co.in

Or you can mail us across 
 info@neweraindia.com

011-33265000


